In many urban areas markets become too dense with too many activities in one place. In such cases a re-design with more space allocation might make sense.

Give more space to local markets and increase the amount of space for people movement and walkways. Consider a one way system of movement.

#urbandispersion, #onewaymarket, #shoppingcommunity
The walking and waiting zones are most vulnerable to the transmission of virus based diseases. Introduce rules for those zones to make them safer. Use a grid of differently painted circles to regulate the movement across the market.

#safemarkets, #zoning, #localshopping
General situation as before. Separate the zones for waiting and shopping from the general zones of walkways and movement.

#safeneighborhood, #respecteachother, #clearrules
Many cities have already pedestrianized innercity areas to make them more attractive for markets and shopping. Others have plans, or consider to do so in the near future.

Now is the time! Give space to the people and vending activities and add safety to the shopping activities in your city.

#nowisthetime, #nmt, #streetshopping
Vendors are vulnerable to become super-spreaders. It needs special measures to take care of them. Establish a daily routine of health checks and entry passes for the street vendors. Introduce and distribute certain visible items such as caps/vests to show the joint efforts and increase the ownership of those processes.

#mymarket, #freshandsafe, #proudvendor
The walking and waiting zones are most vulnerable to the transmission of virus-based diseases. Introduce rules for those zones to make them safer. Use a grid of differently painted circles to regulate the movement across the market.

Grid of Circles
The walking and waiting areas are undernourished, with too many people in too small an area. For such spaces it is critical to make sure there is enough space to make the movement safe.

Give more space in local markets and increase the amount of space for people movement and ventilation. Consider a direct route creation of movement - horizontal, vertical, diagonal, and diagonal - to ensure safety.

Vendors are vulnerable to become super-spreaders. It needs special measures to take care of them. Establish a daily routine of health checks and entry passes for the street vendors. Introduce and distribute certain visible items such as caps/vests to show the joint efforts and increase the ownership of those processes.

Strong and Proud Vendors
Vendors are indispensable for local economies. In urban areas, markets are the strongest expression of the local economy and with a strong link to local communities and neighborhoods. Markets and local trade foster a rich and diverse urban life.

Compared to indoor shops, markets under the open sky are comparatively safer in times of Covid. However, in dense areas it needs certain regulations that help the citizens to adhere to physical distancing rules.

Dispersion Model for Micro Markets
In many urban areas, markets become too dense with too many activities in one place. For such spaces it is critical to make sure there is enough space to make the movement safe.

Give more space in local markets and increase the amount of space for people movement and ventilation. Consider a direct route creation of movement - horizontal, vertical, diagonal, and diagonal - to ensure safety.

SUMMARY
Markets are in an urban context are one of the main components of a local economy and with a strong link to local communities and neighborhoods. Marketers walk and trade goods on the streets and neighborhoods. They also provide a social space for people to gather, socialize, and interact. The pandemic has had a significant impact on markets, with many forced to close or operate under strict regulations. This has led to a decline in foot traffic and sales, as well as increased concerns for the safety of both vendors and customers.
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Markets are in an urban context are one of the main components of a local economy and with a strong link to local communities and neighborhoods. Marketers walk and trade goods on the streets and neighborhoods. They also provide a social space for people to gather, socialize, and interact. The pandemic has had a significant impact on markets, with many forced to close or operate under strict regulations. This has led to a decline in foot traffic and sales, as well as increased concerns for the safety of both vendors and customers.